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Paintings as solid affective scaffolds
Jussi A. Saarinen

1. Introduction
We humans continuously reshape the environment to alter, enhance, and sustain our affective
lives. This two-way modification has been discussed in recent philosophy of mind as affective
scaffolding, wherein scaffolding quite literally means that our affective states are enabled and
supported by environmental resources such as material objects, other people, and physical
spaces (Griffiths & Scarantino 2005; Colombetti & Krueger 2015; Maiese 2016). In this article,
I will argue that under certain conditions paintings function as noteworthy affective scaffolds
to their creators. To expound this idea, I will begin with a theoretical overview of affective
niche construction and affective scaffolding. Then, based on the criteria of robustness,
concreteness, and dependability, I will specify a solid type of affective scaffolding and
propound paintings as a cogent case of such. In support of my argument, I will highlight two
feelings typical to painterly creativity: the feeling of aesthetic resonance and the feeling of
fusion. To conclude, I will discuss the overall contributions and limitations of my account.
My examination is motivated by a shortage of research on an important affective
aspect of artistic creativity. While there has been much discussion about the ways in which
artistic practice and its products may express or give form to artists’ emotions, considerably
less has been said about artists’ active pursuit and attainment of certain affective states by way
of the creative process. For many painters the activity of painting is not only about producing
art or about giving form to experience, but also about setting up a niche in which certain
affective states are enabled, realized, and valued. By examining painting from this point of
view, I will illuminate the function of paintings and the process of painterly creativity in a novel
way, and at the same time, add nuance to our understanding of affective experiencing.

2. Affective niche construction and affective scaffolding
Affective scaffolding is grounded in niche construction. In biology, niche construction refers
to processes whereby organisms modify their environments in ways that affect their own fitness
and behavior, and consequently those of future generations and other species as well – the dam
building of beavers being an oft-used example (Odling-Smee, Laland & Feldman 2003; Laland,
Matthews, & Feldman 2016). In philosophy of mind, the term has been adopted for similar
purposes to designate the various processes whereby humans modify the material, social, and
cultural environment to support their functional and experiential capabilities (see e.g.
Colombetti & Krueger 2015; Sterelny 2010). In practice, we construct niches from a wide array
of environmental resources, including material devices, interpersonal networks, symbolic

systems, and organized activities, which may then exert their influence on both short- and longterm timescales. In sum, we build niches to scaffold our minds.
Niches can be further divided into two general types based on their primary
domains of influence (cf. Krueger 2014a). Cognitive niche construction consists in developing
and using environmental resources to support learning, reasoning, problem solving, decisionmaking, memory, and so on (Clarke 2006; Sterelny 2010; Stotz 2010). For example, tools such
as satellite navigation systems enable us to find the best route from A to B while calculators
help us compute the costs of the journey. Affective niche construction in turn deploys
environmental modification to scaffold emotions, moods, bodily affective styles, background
feelings, affective atmospheres, and the like (Colombetti & Krueger 2015; Krueger 2015;
Maiese 2016; Slaby 2016; Colombetti 2017b). We play music to get into the groove, engage in
therapy to manage our anxieties, and participate in sports to feel the thrill of competition.
Clearly, niches are not always strictly cognitive or affective: a particular resource or set of
resources may scaffold both domains simultaneously and to varying extents. Even so, the
distinction is useful in acknowledging the cognitive/affective dimensions of scaffolding, and
in identifying which of the two, if either, is intended as the primary domain of influence in a
given situation.
Niche construction theory emphasizes the mutual influence between organism
and environment. Accordingly, feeling is not just a matter of passive response to contingent
stimuli, but also entails active manipulation of the world to shape affective experience. Bearing
this in mind, it is noteworthy that the processes of ‘mutual influence’ and ‘active environmental
manipulation’ have been construed rather broadly in current discussions on the topic. Consider,
for instance, the following examples of affective scaffolding given by Giovanna Colombetti
and Joel Krueger (2015): taking Prozac for depression, going to the movies to be entertained,
indulging in comfort food, wearing colorful clothes to offset the dullness of rainy days, taking
a vacation to uplift one’s spirits, spending time with friends to relax, and carrying a handbag
with specifically chosen contents to regulate one’s moods. These examples indicate that merely
selecting certain environmental resources to be passively influenced by them qualifies as
affective scaffolding (as per Colombetti & Krueger 2015, 1163; Colombetti 2017b). Many of
the aforementioned activities can also be habitual, non-reflexive ways of interacting with the
environment, which means that regulating affect via scaffolds does not necessarily involve any
conscious intent to do so (Colombetti & Krueger 2015). The purview of scaffolding extends
even further when affective niche construction is seen to occur beyond individual intent and
control altogether, e.g. when the demand for constant work-related availability via mobile
technology compels us to feel connected (Slaby 2016) or when music is used as torture
(Krueger, forthcoming).
In light of current theorization, then, affective scaffolding is a nigh on ubiquitous
process. With varying degrees of deliberation, control, and self-awareness, we constantly
interact with the world to support and regulate our affective lives. On this view, a considerable
proportion – if not the majority – of our affects turn out to be environmentally scaffolded.
Accordingly, scaffolded affectivity has emerged as an inclusive and somewhat indistinct
category, encompassing a diverse range of environmental manipulations and interactions.

While I acknowledge that the environment supports everyday affectivity in
various important ways, I also find that an exceedingly permissive understanding of what
constitutes affective scaffolding runs the risk of diluting its distinction-making value. For this
reason, I will focus on a more narrowly defined form of affective scaffolding that I will
henceforth call solid (for reasons provided below). To be clear, I will not spell out any
necessary or sufficient conditions for categorically distinguishing solid scaffolds from nonsolid ones. Nor will I argue that solid affective scaffolds are the only kind that warrants
recognition. Rather, my aim is to provide a more stringent conceptual framework for the
specific aim of examining paintings as affective scaffolds.

3. Solid affective scaffolds
The adjective solid has several different meanings. I will use it in its specific senses of ‘robust’,
‘concrete’, and ‘dependable’ in order to identify the type of affective scaffolding I have in mind
regarding painting.
First, robustness refers to the extent to which a given instance of affective
scaffolding manifests causal bi-directionality between the agent and the affective resource.
Strong causal binds amount to sturdy, robust scaffolds (cf. Krueger & Szanto 2016). For
example, going to the movies to be entertained is a non-robust case because it admits of little
or no reciprocity. Apart from choosing the resource, i.e. the film to be watched, the agent is
more or less passive and the causal influence predominantly unidirectional. Simply put, if the
film turns out to be a dud, it cannot be manipulated by the viewer to make it more enjoyable.
Other resources are more amenable and responsive to the agent’s actions. Consider, for
example, the improvisation of a professional musician (Krueger & Szanto 2016). In playing
her instrument, she produces music that affects the way she feels, which in turn influences what
she plays next, and so on in genuinely interactive fashion (for more on this topic, see e.g.
Cochrane 2008; Colombetti 2016; Colombetti & Roberts 2015; Krueger 2015; Krueger &
Szanto 2016). In sum, robust affective scaffolding demands a relatively high degree of causal
bi-directionality between the agent and the relevant environmental resource.
Second, concreteness refers to the extent to which a given resource is a distinct
material thing. As discussed above, in current theorization affective resources can be anything
from pills to religious rituals as long as they are used to enable, enhance, and sustain our
affective states. This means that affective scaffolds vary considerably in regard to their
specificity, materiality, manipulability, and perceivability. Consider the example of taking a
vacation to cheer oneself up (Colombetti & Krueger 2015, 1162). A vacation is an extended
sequence of events that involves countless interactions with various things in numerous
different settings. It is not a readily distinguishable, concrete object with which one can interact
per se. In contrast, stroking a dog to soothe oneself (and the dog) exhibits interaction with a
physically distinct affective resource. Simply put, a concrete affective scaffold is a relatively
clearly demarcated, tangible material object.

Third, dependability refers to the perceived reliability of a given resource in
bringing about particular affective effects (cf. Sterelny 2010; Colombetti & Krueger 2015). We
tend to return to resources that scaffold desired feelings predictably and are easily accessible.
For example, many engage in aerobic exercise regularly to achieve a euphoric runner’s high.
Colombetti and Krueger (2015) point out that highly dependable and frequently used resources
are likely to become individualized, i.e., to be adapted to one’s personal purposes and regular
activities (see also Sterelny 2010, 475). Again, the professional musician and her instrument
serve as a fitting example. As time goes by, playing the instrument becomes such a deeply
ingrained and trusted part of the musician’s affective-expressive repertoire that losing access
to it results in a restricted ability to feel certain moods and emotions (Colombetti & Krueger
2015, 1164). Put slightly differently, repeated interactions with dependable resources tend to
develop into habits – or in more extreme cases, into addictions – that range from the beneficial
(e.g. jogging) to the detrimental (e.g. substance abuse). A scaffold can thus be deemed
dependable if it influences one’s affective states in an experientially proven and fairly
predictable way.
Based on the above, I propose that solid affective scaffolding consists in robust
interaction with concrete and dependable resources. In other words, solid scaffolds arise from
ongoing mutual influence between an active agent and an object that is both materially distinct
and reliably efficacious with regard to the agent’s desired affect. It should be mentioned that
solidity in this sense is a matter of degree rather than a clear-cut property. Thus the overall
solidity of a given scaffold can be assessed in light of the degree to which it instantiates
robustness, concreteness, and dependability. It may, for example, manifest high degrees of
robustness and concreteness, but a low degree of dependability. In what follows, I will argue
that a painting being painted can exhibit a high degree of all three, making it a cogent and
illuminating case of solid affective scaffolding.
Before moving on to painting and paintings, a final theoretical qualification is in
order. The promotion of affective scaffolding as a pervasive phenomenon is strongly influenced
by externalist theories of mind. In explaining affectivity, externalism aims to substitute
accounts that focus on internal organismic mechanisms with explanations that emphasize
integrated organism-environment couplings and interactions (Colombetti & Krueger 2015).
This approach has prompted several scholars to advance the notion of extended affectivity,
which holds that elements of the environment can become ontologically constitutive parts of
affective states (for further discussion, see Colombetti 2017a; Colombetti & Roberts 2015;
Krueger 2014; Krueger & Szanto 2016; Maiese, 2016; Slaby 2014; Stephan, Walter &
Wilutzky 2014; Sterelny 2010). The proponent of affective scaffolding can remain neutral
about this contested issue and nonetheless maintain that environmental resources causally
enable and support affectivity. I will adopt this position here and leave the ontological debate
aside.

4. Paintings as solid affective scaffolds

The activity of painting can be delineated in various ways. Besides applying paint to canvas, it
may involve, among other things, buying and preparing the necessary materials, gathering ideas
and inspiration from different sources, and mulling over the work outside the studio. I will
focus solely on the artist’s ongoing material engagement with the painting under creation, i.e.,
on the process of making marks on a surface, appraising those marks, making more marks in
response, and so on. To expound on the affective scaffolding constituted therein, I will discuss
a) robustness and the feeling of aesthetic resonance, b) concreteness and the feeling of fusion,
and c) dependability vis-à-vis both aforementioned feelings (and the entire affective creative
cycle). Together these considerations will provide a strong case for recognizing paintings as
solid affective scaffolds.

a) Robustness and aesthetic resonance
Numerous artists and researchers have described painting as a dialogue between the artist and
the progressing work of art (see e.g. Ehrenzweig 1967; Hagman 2005; Milner 1957; Nelson &
Rawlings 2007; Newton 2008; Rose, 1980; Townsend, 2014, 2015; Wentworth, 2005; Wright
2009). Viewed from this perspective, painting is an open-ended process of exploration rather
than the execution of fully predetermined ideas or intentions. Seeing as the artist does not
initially possess fixed or precise knowledge of how the work will turn out, she must remain
attentive and responsive to the emerging, cue-like features of the painting. Under these
circumstances, the painting is experienced as an interlocutor: a living presence that responds
to the artist’s painterly gestures by shutting down certain possibilities while opening up others,
and by resisting, suggesting, or even demanding further courses of action. As
painter/philosopher Nigel Wentworth puts it, at its best painting is a “vital interaction” that
“allows the state of the painting at any one time to affect the direction the work takes, such that
the painter can be led to do things that he had no prior intention of doing” (2005, 51). On a
similar note, painter Rita Ackermann (2017) reflects: “I heard an artist say, ‘When I'm painting,
I know what I am doing, but I don't know what I am making.’…There is some logic there if
you want to listen to what the painting has to say in the process of making.” Painter Juhana
Blomstedt sums up the matter succinctly by stating that a work is finished when neither painter
nor painting have anything left to say to each other (Jäämeri 2007).
Depictions of painting as dialogue support the notion that it is in essence a
causally bi-directional process. The artist actively manipulates a material object so that it
induces readjustments in her prior intentions towards that object, which in turn prompts her to
respond with further modifying actions, and so on cyclically until the work is considered
complete. But how does affective scaffolding feature in this ongoing painterly dialogue? For
many artists painting is not just something that they do, but a fundamental aspect of their being
(see Krausz 2009; Milner 1957; Newton 2008; Wentworth 2005). Given such weighty personal
import, it is understandable that paintings become significant affective resources for their
makers, and that creating them is an emotionally charged affair. Indeed, if painting truly
matters, it is natural for the artist to feel frustrated by seemingly insoluble problems, energized
by fortuitous accidents, and delighted by major advances in her work. Such emotions qualify

as robustly scaffolded affects by virtue of being enabled and supported by the highly bidirectional activity of painting. In slightly different terms, the developing painting becomes
part of an integrated painter-painting feedback loop that robustly structures the artist’s ongoing
emotional experience. Some affects scaffolded in this manner may in turn guide the creative
process by signaling whether it is progressing in a satisfactory direction (see Anderson &
Hausman 1992; Collingwood 1972; Ehrenzweig 1967; Nelson & Rawlings 2007).
Of all the affects scaffolded by paintings, one in particular stands out for artists.
In the words of painter Luc Tuymans, “the most important thing in painting is when it works
out. When you’re doing it you can feel the moment when something is correct. There’s also a
particular joy of doing it; it’s very physical, and it’s fairly conscious.” (2005, my italics.)
Following George Hagman (2005; 2010), I designate the artist’s feeling of her paintings
working out and being correct aesthetic resonance. Hagman suggests that aesthetic resonance
is caused by a harmonious conjunction between the painter’s inner experience and its outer
expression in the colors and forms of the painting (2005, 5, 75, 78–79). In other words, such
harmonious and gratifying attunement occurs when the work of art mirrors back the artist’s
subjectivity in ideal aesthetic form (see also Rose 1980, 72–74, 97–98; Wright 2009, 146–148).
Whatever the psychological dynamics behind the feeling, its distinctly positive valence is clear.
Indeed, the “particular joy” in getting a painting to work can be accompanied by an array of
intensely pleasurable feelings, including vitalization, self-cohesion, and grandiosity. The
elevated mood concomitant with aesthetic resonance also serves to maintain the artist’s
engagement with the work and to propel the creative activity forward. It is no surprise, then,
that Hagman identifies aesthetic resonance straightforwardly as the “most affectively charged
moment of the creative experience” (2005, 75).
Aesthetic resonance is made possible by the characteristic nature of paintings.
Krueger and Szanto (2016, 865) point out that different affective resources “have different
properties, formats, and functions, and thus invite different forms of engagement, integration,
and emotional enhancement.” Paintings are accordingly resources that enable special kinds of
affective experience due to their distinctive properties and functions. Two such distinctive
features deserve separate mention. First, in the presently suggested dialogical framework,
paintings differ from most affective resources in that they are in the process of being created
by the agent whose affects they scaffold. This sets paintings-in-progress apart from resources
that are already complete and as such ready for scaffolding purposes (including finished
paintings). It also marks them off from resources that are being created jointly or by others.
Second, not only are paintings-in-progress being created, but are being created specifically by
means of an open-ended process that aims at personally resonant aesthetic correctness (as
discussed above). This distinguishes them from resources that are likewise being created by
individual agents but involve chiefly predetermined notions of expected outcomes and
relatively fixed procedures for achieving them (e.g. making pizza to lower one’s level of
tension; see Colombetti 2017b). The second distinction also separates paintings from resources
that are being created primarily for reasons other than achieving satisfying aesthetic form.
Based on these considerations, it is arguable that aesthetic resonance is all but exclusive to the

type of creative interaction that constitutes painting. In other words, it is felt uniquely in relation
to objects that are being created with the primary aim of making them work aesthetically.
In this section I have argued that the activity of painting exhibits a high degree of
causal bi-directionality between painter and painting. Based on this, I have advanced aesthetic
resonance as a prime example of a robustly scaffolded affect. Its occurrence depends entirely
on the artist’s active manipulation of her materials and on the dialogical give-and-take that this
entails. Moreover, I have suggested that aesthetic resonance is most likely to arise in interaction
with affective resources whose creation is driven by the search for aesthetic correctness. This
leaves room for experiencing aesthetic resonance in creative work other than painting as well.
Indeed, a comparative analysis of, say, painting, composing music, and writing poetry would
likely reveal interesting differences and commonalities in resonance across artistic creativity.
However, exploring this matter any further falls beyond the scope of the present article. Having
examined robustness in light of aesthetic resonance, I will now move on to discuss concreteness
and the feeling of fusion.

b) Concreteness and the feeling of fusion
It is self-evident that paintings in the traditional sense are relatively distinct tangible things.
They are objects made of paints and other materials that have been applied to solid surfaces.
Hence the affective scaffolding provided by paintings is, by definition, concrete. However,
from an experiential point of view, the separateness of paintings is a more intriguing issue.
Consider the following two observations of painting, the first by art critic Barry Schwabsky
(2012):
“When people paint – not for every kind of painting, but for more or less traditional painting that you do by hand
with a brush or any kind of implement – there’s a physical communication that goes from the surface of the
support through the material that’s on the end of the brush. Through the soft part of the brush, through the rigid
part of the brush, to your hand, up your arm, and into your brain, and there is a loss of the sense of distinction
between what’s part of one’s self and what’s part of the objective world. I think that’s where a certain ‘mysticism’
in painting comes from.”

Painter Stephen Newton (2008, 50), in turn, describes such loss of distinction
from a first-person perspective:
“I began to paint at the top right hand corner… and was moving downwards when the vertical canvas seemed to
slide down to a horizontal position. Suddenly and inexplicably, I found myself at the centre of an endless grey
sea, with its surface covered as far as the eye could see with floating fragments or flotsam of canvas collage,
scraps of line, painted and glued canvas, all rising and falling around my person half submerged at the centre of
its infinity. I was not in any way fearful of drowning, being overwhelmed or lost; rather the experience was to be
expected and welcomed and, at that time, didn’t take me by surprise. When I was once again deposited on dry
land, the painting had been completed.”

An abundance of similar accounts indicates that feelings of fusion with paintings
are not uncommon during the creative process (for further descriptions and discussion, see e.g.
Ehrenzweig 1967; Hagman 2005; Krausz 2009; Maclagan 2001; Milner 1957; Nelson &
Rawlings 2007; Newton 2001; Rose 1980; Saarinen 2014; Spitz 1985; Townsend 2014, 2015;

Werman 1986). Put broadly, fusion consists in the loosening and/or expansion of strictly
demarcated self-boundaries and the concomitant sense of merging with (certain parts of) the
environment. Such feelings can come in varying degrees: from minor, everyday commixtures
of self and world to full-blown mystical states of union. Although feelings of complete oneness
with paintings are by no means unheard of in creativity, I maintain it is more common for the
artist to experience her work simultaneously as both part of herself and as part of the material
world. In this more moderate form of fusion, the painting exists in an intermediate space
between subjective and objective, internal and external, without the two realms completely
merging into one. Like aesthetic resonance, this type of fusion is often accompanied by positive
feelings (including absorption, emancipation, and transcendence) that serve to sustain creative
activity.
Upon closer inspection, even moderate feelings of fusion exhibit noteworthy
variation. Colombetti and Krueger (2015) introduce two experiential distinctions that are
helpful in identifying the kind of fusion typical of painting (see also Colombetti 2016;
Colombetti 2017b). Firstly, a concrete object can be incorporated into one’s corporeal schema.
This means that the object is “implicitly integrated into one’s bodily activities such that it is
not experienced as a separate object, but as part of oneself” (Colombetti & Krueger 2015,
1164–1165; see also Merleau-Ponty 1962). Objects thus incorporated are predominantly prereflective, i.e., not explicitly attended to, which amounts to their being more or less
experientially “transparent” (Colombetti & Krueger 2015, 1165). A classic example is the blind
person’s use of the white cane (Merleau-Ponty 1962; Colombetti & Krueger 2015, 1161).
Through practice, the cane is increasingly fused into the agent’s corporeal schema. Ultimately,
it comes to be experienced as that through which the surrounding world is habitually perceived,
and as such, practically passed over as an intentional object of attention.
Secondly, concrete objects become fused with the self via performative
entrenchment. In this case the object is felt as part of the performative body, i.e., of the “body
as experienced during the skillful performance of a specific activity” (Colombetti & Krueger
2015, 1166). Again the professional musician improvising on her instrument serves to highlight
the matter (see Cochrane 2008; Colombetti & Krueger 2015). During playing, the instrument
is experienced as an integrated part of the music-creating body, and as such, is neither
completely transparent nor an explicit object of attention. The musician retains some sensory
mindfulness of manipulating the instrument even while the performative body, instrument
included, recedes into the background of awareness (Colombetti & Krueger 2015, 1166). Thus
the musician is arguably more focused on the quality of the sounds she is producing than on
the physical medium that affords their production. In such circumstances the instrument tends
to be felt as a conduit for expression: as that through which various affective states are sonically
realized and articulated (Colombetti 2016). This differs from the experience of the cane, which
is felt as that through which something else, namely the environment, is perceived (Colombetti
& Krueger 2015, 1166).
At bottom, moderate fusion in painting is similar to the two preceding types of
merger. In each, the concrete object becomes fused with the self through skilled bodily activity
and is no longer experienced as a completely separate thing. Even so, an important experiential

distinction can be made based on the nature of the incorporated objects. Canes and musical
instruments are ready-made tools that are used for specific purposes, namely, for maneuvering
in the environment and for playing music. In general, these activities are realized smoothly and
successfully when the incorporated tools do not command too much attention. That is, when
canes, instruments, and the like are integrated into skillful bodily action, they tend to fade into
the background of conscious awareness. Virtually the opposite applies to the process of
painting and to the paintings incorporated therein. Paintings are not ready-made tools that are
manipulated for specifically instrumental purposes. Rather, they are objects being created with
the indeterminate aim of discovering aesthetic correctness. In order to get it right, the artist
must concentrate on the painting and remain highly attentive to its developing forms, colors,
composition, etc. Somewhat paradoxically, then, experiencing the painting as part of oneself
foregrounds its materiality. Simply put, in painterly activity the incorporated painting itself
takes center stage in awareness.
I began this section by asserting that paintings are concrete in the specific sense
of being distinct tangible things. Beyond this self-evident observation I have suggested that
artists often experience the distinctness of their paintings rather more flexibly. To bear this out
I have discussed the feeling of fusion, especially in terms of a moderate form in which the
painting is experienced both as part of the material world and as part of oneself. I have also
pointed out that paintings thus incorporated tend to remain in the spotlight of attention. I believe
this peculiarity owes to their distinctive nature as concrete objects that are being created with
aesthetic resonance in mind. All in all, I have merely touched upon the experience of merging
with paintings, and have done so only with regard to the bodily sense of self. Indeed, a more
comprehensive account would need to elaborate not only on the sensory aspects of fusion but
on its psychological ones as well. For present purposes, however, it has sufficed to demonstrate
that paintings function as concrete scaffolds for feelings of fusion. Having established this, I
will lastly discuss the dependability of paintings as affective resources.

c) Dependability and the affective creative process
Painters come to expect and value certain affects during the creative process. Many, for
instance, consider feelings of fusion and aesthetic resonance integral to the painterly dialogue.
I believe that achieving such states is one of the main reasons painters begin to labor over their
paintings in the first place. It is important to note, however, that individuals do not always
reflect upon or even have access to all the motives behind their actions. Hence, in setting out
to paint, painters need not be explicitly conscious of hoping to achieve certain feelings through
creative activity. Also, in the course of painting, their thoughts and attention will most likely
be on the artwork itself and the task of getting it right aesthetically. Nevertheless, when artists
contemplate their praxis from a more detached standpoint, they commonly recognize certain
recurrent affects as pleasurable, valuable, and hence desirable. Aesthetic resonance in
particular is frequently identified as the apotheosis of painterly experience: the vital feeling
that makes the whole effort worthwhile. Similarly, the transcendent and emancipatory qualities

of fusion are typically held in high regard. On these grounds, painters clearly prize certain
feelings in painterly engagement and seek their realization, even if subconsciously.
Through the accumulation of experience, artists also come to trust that the
creative dialogue will eventually give rise to desired feelings. Indeed, painters are drawn to
their developing paintings largely because they are perceived as dependable resources for
special affective states. This does not, however, mean that reaching these states is somehow
effortless or automatic. On the contrary, aesthetic resonance in particular requires persistent
work, and once achieved, is liable to be lost. As Hagman (2005, 77) puts it, dissonance
inevitably occurs “when the artist’s feeling of certainty gives way to sober reflection and
reassessment”, leading to anxious doubt over “the work’s perfection”. In response to such loss
of attunement, “the artist must use all his or her skill and resourcefulness to reassess the image
and rework it so as to restore the aesthetic tie” (Hagman 2005, 77). Simply put, the painter
must trust in her own ability to work through frustrating setbacks and to find the right solutions.
When all is said and done, the intense, self-aggrandizing quality of aesthetic resonance owes
precisely to it being such a hard-fought personal victory.
For many painters, painting may well be the sole means of experiencing the
specified types of fusion and aesthetic resonance. This means that paintings can scaffold
feelings that would otherwise be difficult, if not impossible, to attain. Such a notion is
supported, for instance, by psychoanalyst/painter Marion Milner’s heartfelt description of the
experiential possibilities disclosed by painting. She writes:
“[I] had discovered in painting a bit of experience that made all other occupations unimportant by comparison. It
was the discovery that when painting something from nature there occurred, at least sometimes, a fusion into a
never-before-known wholeness; not only were the object and oneself no longer felt to be separate, but neither
were thought and sensation and feeling and action. All one’s visual perceptions of colour, shape, texture, weight,
as well as thought and memory, ideas about the object and action towards it, the movement of one’s hand together
with the feeling of delight in the “thusness” of the thing, they all seemed fused into a wholeness of being which
was different from anything else that had ever happened to me.” (Milner 1957, 142.)

Milner’s portrayal of painterly experience is redolent of both fusion and
resonance: an all-embracing state of being in which everything feels unified, alive, and right in
a unique way. This, she realizes, is “the one central fact that made it seem worth while going
on [painting], whatever the objective value of the pictures to other people” (Milner 1957, 142).
This leads us to a final observation on dependability. I mentioned earlier that
individuals can become addicted to certain affective resources (see Colombetti and Krueger
2005, 1162). In this scenario, the individual perceives a specific resource as an irreplaceable
scaffold for highly valued feelings and thus returns to it repeatedly. I believe this applies to
many artists’ compulsive need to paint. George Hagman (2005, 72) makes the same point when
he writes:
”For the artist, it is never enough to sit and enjoy the fruit of his or her labor; the artist is compelled again and
again to re-create a process of selfexperiencing in which he or she seeks an elusive yet powerful affective event.
Once the object is finished, possessing a fully separate life, the artist must return to the process, the continuing
search.”

Hagman adds that the painter is not addicted to the singular feeling of aesthetic
resonance so much as the entire creative cycle revolving around its pursuit. On that account, it
is the whole laborious and affectively multifaceted process of seeking, achieving, losing, and
regaining aesthetic resonance that proves to be compelling. Once the creative effort is carried
out successfully, the artist experiences herself as “renewed, confirmed, and vitalized” (Hagman
2005, 68). Simply put, the painterly endeavor can become addictively rewarding.
In this section I have argued that painting can influence the painter’s feelings in
relatively predictable and desirable ways. For experienced painters in particular, paintings can
become highly dependable and addictive affective scaffolds. I have examined and supported
this claim by way of two generally pleasurable feelings, namely, fusion and aesthetic
resonance. I have also suggested that both feelings are key parts of a wider, affectively diverse
process of creativity (for discussion of different experiential phases in creativity, see e.g.
Ehrenzweig 1967; Hagman 2010; Nelson & Rawlings 2007; Townsend 2014). This means that
ongoing creative engagement with paintings serves to scaffold an entire affective cycle and,
progressively, a whole way of being.
Taken together, my analyses of aesthetic resonance, fusion, and the affective
cycle have shown that paintings can be highly robust, concrete, and dependable affective
resources. In short, they warrant recognition as solid affective scaffolds (as against more
loosely conceptualized cases of scaffolding). Now that the key claim of my argument has been
substantiated, I will conclude with an overview of the main points, contributions, and
limitations of the entire article.

5. Conclusion
In this article, I have suggested that painting is not only about producing finished artworks,
about expressing or giving form to experience, or about communicating certain contents. It is
equally about the creation of a niche in which certain desirable and otherwise unattainable
feelings are enabled, realized, and valued. To support this claim, I have used the theory of
affective niche construction to demonstrate that paintings can function as solid affective
scaffolds. In doing so, I have identified two key features that make paintings-in-progress
special affective resources. Firstly, they are in the process of being created by the agent whose
affects they concurrently scaffold, and secondly, they are being created specifically by means
of an open-ended dialogical process that aims at personally resonant aesthetic correctness. This
sets paintings apart from a wide range of other solid scaffolds. On the whole, my analysis has
illuminated painting in a novel way while simultaneously refining our understanding of the
nature of affectivity.
I have restricted my examination of affective scaffolding in painting to the
interaction between the painter and the developing work. Broadening the scope of analysis
would help shed light on other levels of scaffolding relevant to painting. For instance, artists
put considerable effort into building and sustaining the environmental niche in which the
creative cycle can be realized. This niche is, in effect, the studio or atelier. Much more could

thus be said about the artist’s selection and adjustment of lighting, material props, visual
prompts, auditory aids, and the like to create a space that enables and protects creativity. The
focus could also be shifted to the ways in which manipulating brushes, knives, and other
painterly tools serves to scaffold an array of feelings.
My account is also limited in its applicability. One could declare my depiction of
painting traditional and perhaps even Romantic. I readily admit that it is somewhat narrow and
therefore leaves out various relevant aspects of what painting is and can be. To be clear, I do
not want to give the impression that all painting necessarily amounts to solid affective
scaffolding or seeks the discussed types of feelings. Given that painters paint for different
reasons and in different ways, I also want to avoid making any sweeping claims about the
essence of artistic creativity. Having said that, I do believe that many painters relate to their
works and experience the creative process in the ways I have discussed above. Indeed, my aim
has been to argue that under certain conditions paintings can function as solid affective
scaffolds.
The diverse nature of painterly creativity raises an intriguing question. Do
different styles of painting involve notably different kinds of interaction and hence enable and
support different types of affective states? In an illuminating discussion of music and extended
cognition, Tom Cochrane (2008) points out that improvised jazz emphasizes spontaneity and
communication over technical accuracy, and thus as a genre permits greater levels of emotional
arousal in the musician and a more immediate connection between the state of the musician
and the music being played. In the same vein, it would be interesting to compare, for example,
how large-scale abstract expressionist paintings and small-scale photorealist paintings scaffold
affectivity. The way the body is involved in the creation of each is quite different, which may
in turn affect the likelihood and degree of feelings of fusion, for instance.
To conclude, I want to return briefly to extended affectivity. Again, proponents
of this view hold that parts of the world can set up and regulate affective processes to the extent
that they become ontologically constitutive parts of these processes. In this sense affects can
extend beyond the brain and the body. I believe my account of painting can be useful in debate
over the issue. Should paintings in the sense depicted here be considered constitutive parts of
the affects they scaffold? Do feelings of aesthetic resonance and fusion, for example, qualify
as extended affects? If not, what further conditions need to be met for them to do so? In sum,
analyzing the affectivity in painting from the viewpoint of extension could further enrich and
elucidate our understanding of the mind’s boundaries.
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